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Testimonials 
 
Dr Jiri Proch, PhD, Tulln/Austria 
 

"Walser Matrices are the second greatest achievement after the invention of the wheel. As the chief 
purchaser of the Lower Austrian Regional Health Insurance I've searched really long, but there is 
nothing that comes close to it on the whole market: Ideal points of contact, very good anatomy and 
sensational quickness. A very important point especially in children. I recommend Walser Matrices to 
all physicians who settle down with a private clinic, too.”  
 
Prof. Dr Sami Sandhaus, Lausanne/Switzerland 
 

 “We use Walser Matrices here in the clinic for many years. The seat of the matrix is anatomically 
accurate and tight and so I recommend them in seminars and training events every time. Dentists not 
knowing them before are simply delighted: In the ergonomics it is unbeatable. Right after the die was 
placed over the tooth, you have a good fit of the die with wedging only for the optimal contact point.” 
 
Dr Niels Herholz, DDS, Kiel/Germany 
 

“Tried everything out, but Walser Matrices is the best system. I must seldom use wedges.” 
 
Dr Josef Schmid , Munich/Germany 
 

"Walser Dental Matrices are my system of first choice: The handling is fast, efficient and it fits optimal 
as a rule." 
 
Dr Bär & Kollegen, Sohren/Germany 
 

"We use Walser matrices, because you can work with them very smartly: By the spring force the die 
sits taut directly and mostly no wedge is required. Therefore bleeding into the cavity is rarely a cause. 
Very happy we also use the X-shape for adjacent fillings. New collegues in our practice of seven 
dentists dentists are thrilled because they can be incorporated into the workflow with Walser Matrices 
very quickly. These matrices could set correctly each of our assistants already." 
 
Steffen Leichsenring, Hainichen/Germany 
 

"I use Walser Matrices because an incredibly good point of contact can be established with them 
interdentally." 
 
Dr Ute Fröhlich, Weisendorf/Germany 
 

"I use Walser  Dental Matrices since the beginning of my professional activity and since then I have 
already some experience behind it to talk frankly. Walser Matrices fit perfectly and do not slip, the 
band is very thin and you made very good contact points. For the curing of composites I have an 
extension with a lower scattering angle, it works wonderfully." 
 
Dr Katharina Bellgart, Hamburg/Germany 
 

"Walser Dental Matrices are incredibly simple to apply, easy to place and the die is already taut by 
spring force." 
 
Nina Hartmann, DDS, Darmstadt/Germany 
 

"I met the Walser Matrices first at the handing over by the predecessor of my clinic and thought: 
There's nothing else at all so stunning! Approximal points perfectly without reworking by 90 percent! 
They are easy to place, with the X-form you can put adjacent fillings. For each filling there is a suitable 
matrix, such as the No. 10c for single deep caries. So I have a tray with the complete system of all the 
matrices in every treatment room!" 
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Bronislava Jakovkin, diploma-stomatologist, Kiel/Germany 
 

„Best matrix system ever.“ 
 
Tom C. Schwartzkopff, DDS, Uetersen/Germany 
 

"With the Walser Matrices it is very easy to design the optimal approximal point. They keep tightly on 
the tooth and thus they are suitable for the use of composites and advanced materials, while other 
sectional matrix systems sometimes fail by high tamping pressure. They are easy to apply and wear 
out very little. Moreover, you can work up Walser Matrices very easy and use it for a very long time.”  
 
Dr Rudolf Gottschild, Bad Harzburg/Germany 
 

"Works quickly, well and leads to beautiful results. As simple as that!" 
 
Mohamad Jacobs, DDS, Düsseldorf/Germany 
 

"With Walser matrices one achieves top results in all situations without a lot of rework. Whether MOD, 
especially deep caries or caries under gums: regardless of the tooth shape you always have exactly 
the right matrix. Particularly I’m excited about the X-form: occlusal-distal and mesial-occlusal really 
great fillings in only one appointment. The contact point is controlled perfectly with only one wooden 
wedge - something that isn’t achieved by any other system. And the longtime using of every single 
matrix comes in addition." 
 
Dr Wolfgang Stute, DDS, Bielefeld/Germany 
 

“The most practical and simplest system for the everyday use.” 
 
Dr Carola Urwantschky, PhD, Neu-Ulm/Germany 
 

"I am extremely enthusiastic about Walser Matrices. The simple handling, the good adaptation to the 
tooth. I also rarely need wooden wedges, the good shaping of the contact point by the matrix is 
essential for me.  
 

The cotton roll holder is also fantastic, the tongue does not do what she wants there. Papilla bleedings 
rarely happen and through this that the matrix seals up with sliding at once, it does not come to 
bleeding into the cavity. Since I use Walser matrices, I am always surprised why there are still other 
systems at all." 
 
Christine Albinger-Voigt, DDS, GZM, Bad Homburg/Germany 
 

"Walser Matrices are placed very fast, not the slightest comparison with the systems with the wedge 
included. The matrix is already on the tooth very well by itself and provides a good contact point. One 
very seldom needs wedges there. It holds the cotton rolls tight, where I need them, this is a very 
pleasant thing." 
 
Dr Xenia Starlinger, DDS, Mistelbach/Austria 
 

"For me, please, these are the best: The matrix is tight on the tooth by the tension which it has by the 
springs. The simple handling, the economy, because one must not throw them away but can often use 
them again. All reasons why I have used Walser Matrices for years." 
 
Dr Stefan Lorenz, PhD, Düsseldorf/Germany 
 

"Walser Sectional Matrices are not as sensitive as a sectional matrix made of synthetic material or 
metal, which are very sensitive. With Walser Matrices we have a certain ruggedness which of course 
is also wished in the mouth. The more exercise one has, the faster it gets of course." 
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Dr Elke Noelke, PhD, Wuppertal/Germany 
 

"I get along with it  fantastically, because Walser Matrices are applied on the tooth by spring force 
perfectly. Even the assistants are very excited because the cotton roll holder holds the saliva better 
than any other system. And for children the X shape is ideal."  
 
Dr Frank Konowski, PhD, Hamm/Germany 
 

"I have been working almost exclusively with Walser Matrices for the last twenty years. They last as 
good as forever. I don’t know a better system and if you have some practice, then a Walser Matrix is 
applied within seconds. With the No. 24 for terminal teeth you have unbeatable space in the stoma, 
place it over the rubberdam carefully and then you do not need the rubberdam clamp any more, the 
dam is fixed from the Walser Matrix.”  
 
Susanne Hüttner, DDS, Leipzig/Germany 
 

"I am absolutely thrilled. Like all dentists I have sought the perfect system - this hasn’t let me down."  
  
Birgit Fuchs, DDS, Schmerbach/Germany 
 

"I was very pleasantly surprised. Not only that Walser Matrices are very easy to handle and quick to 
place, also that the matrix fixes the cotton rolls in place is thrilling. I place it directly on the rubberdam, 
the clamp is actually no longer needed then." 
 
Dr Gernot K. Zibell, PhD, Offenburg/Germany 
 

"I use them since 20 years and that there are good reasons for that: The handling is perfectly! Yes, 
you may very welcome to quote my opinion." 
 
Dipl.-Stom. Sabine Giebelhausen, Berlin/Germany 
 

"I love working with Walser Matrices because they can be applied equally as well as sitting tight 
immediately without secretion into the cavity." 
 
Dr Ralph Griesbach, Schutterwald/Germany 
 

I have tested various systems, but I have been quite happy never before. Some dental matrix systems 
are usable for small to moderate fillings very good, but many fillings are just deep subgingivally. 
Dental strips from steel are often very softly. A spillover of the proximal defects is connected with a lot 
of adjustment or even cutting matrix band and whittling the wedges as appropriate. The tissue is 
traumatized and time passes. Therefore I was impressed instantly by the Walser Matrix: I had to 
clamp and to place them on the tooth was finished immidiately. The die has a taut fit by the force of 
the integrated spring and seals the cavity from blood tight even at extremely deep caries without 
wedges. The matrix band is relatively stable so that a bending of the die is not possible. Due to the 
various shapes available any cavity is efficient well catered for. Surpluses are low, rework is reduced 
to a minimum. 
 
Orhan Eroender, Düsseldorf/Germany 
 

"The first thing that speaks for Walser Matrices is the easy handling. Because of the spring 
mechanism the matrix applies very well at the equator. It adapts very well to the anatomy of the 
natural tooth and that leads to a very nice round, individual design, which I do not have by sectional 
matrices. Very great is the possibility to get the perfect shape for defects on adjacent teeth by the X-
form-matrix. The contact point I manage by using only one wooden wedge." 
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Dr Richard Turner, DDS, Gray/USA 
 

“Sure, I can vouch for the fact that Walser Matrices are a huge time saver, whether restoring individual 
teeth, or restoring quadrants at a time! They are easily placed and removed in one step, often not 
requiring wedges due to the spring pressure. I reach for them daily.” 
 
Matthias Bacher, Bern/Switzerland 
 

”I have always used Walser matrices. A crucial factor for me is the fact that they are simple, fast and 
safe to use and universally applicable. Moreover, they are also extremely durable life. For me this is 
the perfect matrix system.“ 
 
Dr Wolfgang Gonser, Starnberg/Germany 
 

"I'm very happy with it: They apply very well and quickly. Because of that, the treatment is very well 
accepted by the patients, especially children always know to appreciate speed." 
 
Dr Walter Veith, Wiesbaden/Germany 
 

"I see the following advantages of the Walser matrices: A simple handling, automatically very good 
position of the matrix, design of the filling, fast application, time-saving, one does not have to think for 
themselves, the purest children's game, many possible applications, without the need to individualize, 
e.g. no cutting." 
 
Dr Gert-Ulrich Müller, Stuttgart/Germany 
 

"Walser matrices have an ideal handling and a high durability. We like to use them also together with 
UV material." 
 
Dr Roland Fürst, Amberg/Germany 
 

"I am very satisfied with the Walser matrices. From the handling it is this it the simplest system that 
exists on the market". 
 
Drs Ingo Eppens, Springe/Germany 
 

"I discovered the Walser matrices at clearing works in our practice. By my father I learned that an 
assistant had brought them and they had not been used since then. Then I read a report in the 
specialist publications on the Walser matrices by chance and was very surprised as the colleague 
reported enthusiastically. Soon afterwards I bought a Walser matrix set and work with Walser matrices 
since then. If I wonder how many the time and money I could have saved, I would have worked with 
Walser matrices already earlier. They are fast and efficient. Moreover, Walser matrices are durable 
very long at a good deal. The purchase price is not decisive since the temporal effort when putting of 
fillings is considerably lower than with other systems." 
 
Alexandra Beau, Munich/Germany 
 

"I am very pleased with Walser Matrices and can highly recommend it!"  
 
Dr Hans-Joachim Lassmann, Merdingen/Germany 
 

"I prefer the Walser Matrices since many years, the complete system with it’s more than twenty 
different matrices." 
 
Bettina Broscheit, DDS, Norderstedt/Germany 
 

"Even from the handling working with Walser Dental Matrices is simply good, much easier than if I had 
to compose entirely of individual parts from a sectional matrix and wedges. Especially on the milk 
tooth I can therefore work particularly well. I can explain to the children directly with the die, what I am 
doing and why it "pinches" a bit and that it is over in just a minute. And so it is! " 
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Christian Zavada, Hamburg/Germany 
 

"Walser Matrices are easy to use and have a very good marginal fit. The ease of use and security to 
come to really good results, working with modern composites make just a relaxing affair.”  
 
Dr Roland Wenzel, Lübeck/Germany 
 

"The handling is the advantage of Walser Matrices: In general, it has been sitting with the onset of 
good and by the cotton roll holder the lap remains where it belongs." 
 
 
 


